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White
Good evening.  On tonight's programme we mark the return of three heroes - Kath Birchill, her partner Bernard Smith and the hero we can just hear puttering away in the background Bertha the motorbike.

Hello, welcome back.

Smith
Hello Peter.

White
Good to see you.  Hi Kath.

Birchill
Hi Peter.

White
Well we've been charting your progress on In Touch as you've spent the last year going round the world visiting 30 countries, covering 25,000 miles and making Kath, as far as we know, the first blind woman to circumnavigate the globe on a motorbike - can't be too many of them can there.  Later in the programme we're going to be talking to you both about your adventures and misadventures and the point of it all but just before we go back into the studio can you tell us a bit more about Bertha and how she stood up to the trip - a few bits fell off didn't they Kath?

Birchill
A few bits did fall off, yes.  She's done really well considering the terrain and the extreme sort of temperatures that she's been under.  She's had three or four breakdowns.  The first one in Malaysia, which was the alternator.  Australia we had the exhaust blew and a couple of other bits and pieces, I mean Bernard's better with the mechanics than I am.

White
So have you had to be a bit of an engineer really?

Smith
Yes, apart from one little job I had to get done in Australia, I've sort of held her together with sticking gum, plaster - anything else I could get my hands on to keep her going.

White
Can you just indulge me a bit here because I'm a motorbike enthusiast in the sense that my dad always had motorbikes and he was part of an army display team, so can you just show me a little bit of the bike itself?

Smith
Yeah it is a 1990 BMW, 1,000cc.  It has a twin cylinder.

White
I tell you what, just before we go back into the studio, I can't ride on the back with you - I haven't got a crash helmet - can I just sit on the back Kath?

Smith
Of course, climb off Kath.

White
Let me just clamber aboard.

Smith
Okay, can I give you a right hand Peter?

White
Yeah.  So if I sling the other leg across.

Smith
Oh yeah, ooh god right.

White
I'm sorry I'm a bit heavier than Kath.

Smith
Just a little bit Peter.

White
Cor we're wobbling about here.

Smith
It can't be anymore wobbly than we've been.

White
I've got the other pedal - I'm on.  Let me put me arms around you Bernard.

Smith
Oh certainly Peter, anytime.

White
Can I just have a few revs while I'm sat on board?

Smith
Oh anything for you Peter.

White
Alright go on then.

Motorbike starting up

Smith
Okay, bring your hand forward Peter, right one, there you go.

White
Oh the vibrating handlebar.

Smith
There you go.

White
Excellent.  Oh ...

Motorbike revving up.

We shall have the noise abatement society after us.  I tell you what I'll get off, let Kath get on and you put the bike away.

Smith
Okay Peter.

White
Thanks very much.

Smith
Alright, you're welcome.  Alright Kath you can climb back on now.

Motorbike starting up

Okay, see you in a few minutes.

White
Okay see you back in the studio.

Well it was just beginning to rain as well.  So we are now safely back in the studio and we say with the safety of roads but we come rather closer to home.

A great deal of response to our debate last week about the increasingly fashionable idea of shared surfaces.  We featured the rally which took place in protest to plans to turn one thoroughfare in West London into a kerb free zone.  But your reactions show that this is a matter of concern all over the country and that very few of our listeners, anyway, have so far had one good word to say for it, certainly not Peter Goodge from Weighbridge.

Goodge
The idea of shared surfaces is silly.  In my street there's a driver who parks on the pavement, he does not park in line with the pavement, he parks straight across the pavement and if a blind person comes up against this he may step out into the road in order to get round the car, this could be dangerous.

Bremmer
Will the surfaces really be shared - the road and the pavement?  Is this how the council sees it?  Or do they mean people will share the surfaces of seats in ambulances, share the same form containing details of joint negligence claims citing complete stupidness on the council's part as they fail to foresee a few problems with getting rid of a demarcating line separating people which are soft and move slowly from motorised vehicles which are hard and move quickly?  Or do they mean the surfaces will be shared amongst and into those who have sight problems and as a consequence end up smeared on the road?  Will it then be rather painful and difficult to extract the surface so brutally shared?

Gilroy
One of the major exponents along these lines took place in Torquay some years ago and many of those people who attended Manor House, a fond memory to me, will remember the utter chaos in Fleet Street where buses and taxis were allowed to move slowly in one direction only officially.  In practice it never worked and many of us have had close encounters of a very unpleasant nature during our stays at Manor House.  I don't believe that traffic will in any way respect lower speed limits as they do not respect any limits now.  It only takes one rogue driver to maim or kill quite a lot of pedestrians at one hit.

Green
These areas are also difficult for parents with young children.  Children can understand the idea of kerbs and that's the road, here's the pavement where I can run around, however, in a shared space they can easily run in front of cars.  They see a large area where they think it's safe.  It's all very confusing.

White
Ending there with Elaine Green from Brighton; before that you heard Chris Gilroy and the poem was from Rosie Bremmer.

On this question of shared surfaces, given the amount of travelling experience you've had Kath, what's your reaction to them?

Birchill
Like most people specifically with a visual impairment and I'm a guide dog user as well shared surfaces I don't think are a good idea at all.  The dogs are trained to stop at kerbs, well how are they going to know where to stop?

White
You never found anything on your travels of that kind did you?

Birchill
Places like India, South America, a lot of the places there were no pavements but you didn't see visually impaired people out and about unfortunately either.

White
Well we'll come back to some of that.

Now going round the world on a motorbike might be considered a tough call by some but I reckon peeling a potato when you're blind can be just as challenging.  I have to be honest I've struggled over the years with a variety of peelers, graters, choppers and slicers and never entirely solved the problem.  But help could be at hand.  Ian Macrae, a bit of a dab hand in the kitchen, has been looking at some of what's on the market and he says that if you think a peeler is just a peeler then think again.

Macrae
There are lots of different sorts of peelers.  There's straight ones, there are Y shaped ones, there are ones which have fixed blades and ones that have moveable blades but this one is a completely new invention and direction for peelers.  It's like a square of plastic that's kind of bent to make it curved and on the top of it there's a rubberised ring which you slot over the middle finger of your - in my case right hand because I'm right handed and then underneath that square of plastic, which is now snuggly lying against the underside of my fingers, there is a blade, of course, and I'm going to use it on a carrot.  And all you do basically is rub the peeler along the length of the carrot, like that.  Here we go.  High speed carrot peeling.  It really is very, very safe to use because your fingers actually come nowhere near the blade.  And this is called the Palm Peeler, for obvious reasons, because it sits in the palm of your hand.  There we go, that's the carrot peeled.  And that will come in handy later.  

So next.  If you're one of those people who thinks that life is too short for zesting well think again.  It's astonishing what a bit of lemon zest can do.  So if you're baking a bit of white fish, for example, wrap it in foil, parcel the foil up but before you do that just sprinkle a bit of zest over the fish and when it's cooked it gives the fish a really nice kind of zesty lemony fresh flavour.  So this zester, again, something completely new in the way of zesters.  So effectively we've got something here that fits over your knuckles, a bit like - well I've never used one but I imagine a bit like a knuckle duster.  And push that on to the three fingers, again in this case on my left hand because I'm going to be using my right hand to control the movement of the lemon.  On top there is a sort of ridged metal kind of area - can you hear that? - that's the bit against which you rub the lemon or the lime or the orange or whatever it is you're zesting.  And then what sits against your fingers is a little plastic container, so as you zest the lemon like this [scraping sounds]... the zest, very cleverly, goes - oh it smells beautiful - the zest goes into a little reservoir that's sitting against my finger.  So there we are - some nice lemon zest.  No doubt I'll find a use for that later on.

Now then, now we've all heard the gags I think about the blind man who bled to death trying to read his cheese grater and not a particularly good joke but there we go.  I've got a couple of graters to talk about here.  Both of them are box graters but they're box graters with a difference.  The first of these is called a multi grater.  Now this has a flatish plastic container, sort of box, that has a lid to it.  This one also comes with what looks to me like a little pot which you could store parmesan in, for example, and also something which says it's a finger guard which I've got here, it's a kind of horseshoe shaped piece of plastic but it doesn't tell me how to use it and I can't figure it out.  So then we have the kind of plastic frame which will fit on top - if you take the lid off the container - you have a plastic frame that will fit on top of the container and then three different grating faces - there's a coarse one, there's a fine one and there's this one which is a slicing one and which just has the one kind of slicing thing on it.  So I'm going to just go for the coarse grater, which I'm going to fit into this kind of template here.  Then put that on top of the plastic container and get the trusty carrot and we'll start just rubbing this against the face of the coarse grater. 

So on to the next of the graters.  This is much more like your conventional box grater except it's much, much bigger.  It's called the Nolan Fourway Box Grater and this comes with its own, again, integrated container, which I'm just going to pull out.  It fits upside down inside the box grater, you take it out, it has a lid which you then take off and then you put it back inside the box grater, which means that the grater is now sitting on top of it.  It's again a conventional box grater, four different faces, one on the back, one on the front, one each side - it's like an airline giving safety instructions - airline steward don't I.  It's get a sturdy knob on the top that you can grasp, which means that it's quite stable when you're grating with it because one of the horrible things about those flimsy little box graters is they do tend to flap about and tip about a bit.  And again once I start grating the trusty carrot [grating noises] in go the gratings into the container ... mostly.  

So there you are - peelers, zesters and graters.

White
Ian Macrae, from his own kitchen.  And you can find details about the equipment Ian mentioned from our action line or on our website - details at the end of the programme.

Now back to Kath Birchill and Bernard Smith and your epic journey.  Kath, just remind us, why did you go, what was the point of the trip?

Birchill
The main point, as far as I'm concerned, was to raise awareness and change people's perception of visual impairment and what an visual impairment person can do here and where we went to.

White
What was the attitude, Kath, to you in particular?  There you were in a lot of cultures where blindness is still something which people have to fight to get over, probably being a woman as well, I mean what were the range of reactions that you got?

Birchill
Oh they were so varied.  One particular incident when we were in Nepal, we went to a jungle safari and we arrived and put our name down for first thing the following day to do a jungle walk and a boat ride back to the resort.  We met at the meeting point and the manager came to the two of us and spoke to Bernard, as is quite common in that area of the world, and said ...

White
Happens in England as well doesn't it.

Birchill
It does sometimes yes.

White
Where the blind person gets ignored and the person you're with.

Birchill
Yes that's true.  He actually said I've laid a boat on for you to go both ways.  And Bernard actually said - Why, I thought it was a jungle walk.  He said:  "Can she walk?"

White
That's why you had to ride all the way round the world on a motorbike probably because you couldn't walk.

Birchill
Exactly.  And Bernard stopped me saying anything, which I think was probably the wisest thing at the time.  And he just said:  "Back in England we climb mountains, of course she can walk."  And so we went on the jungle walk and did various things over the next couple of days and obviously this same manager was observing us and we'd been given a demonstration of someone climbing an elephant by putting their foot in its trunk and it lifting them up on to its head.  And the sort of person I am I thought I'd love to do that, I really wanted to do that but I wasn't sure myself because like you're about 15 foot up in the air when you're on the elephant's head.  So we actually asked the same manager - did he think it was possible.  And his reaction then was:  "No problem.  I'll get you a specific elephant which will lift you up maybe a bit slower which will help you.  We'll arrange it."  And it was done.

White
Which I suppose illustrates that it's not so much where in the world you are but the attitude of the person that you're dealing with.

Birchill
Of course.  He'd observed us and seen that I could do far more than he anticipated initially and when it came to the question about the elephant no problem whatsoever.

White
What about the blind people you met - what did they feel about the fact of you doing this?

Birchill
A lot of people that we met, specifically in India, we did visit a woman's group and they were so interested in Bernard and myself's relationship because it's a blind person with a sighted person - it does not happen in India.  And they were amazed really.  And we've had lots and lots of e-mails from all over the country saying what sort of an inspiration, seeing what I'd done, has given them and made people realise that they can live, in brackets, a normal life.

White
Bernard, I mean we've never let you speak on the programme before because we give priority to visually impaired people, as you know.  I just wondered how this business of - which we're all aware of but maybe you've had to deal with it more over the last year or so - of people tending to do this business of talk to you as some kind of surrogate for Kath having to do all her talking - how do you deal with that?

Smith
I find it quite easy to deal with Peter.  Often when somebody - I'm aware that they're doing that, what I do - I just break eye contact and look at the floor and that gives Kath - sometimes I give her a little nudge in the side and say take over, I'm not answering that question, it's about you.  So I find it quite easy - I just look at the floor and be very rude.

White
What were the toughest moments Kath would you say?

Birchill
The driving conditions and obviously being on the pillion in India was so frightening, it really did frighten the both of us.

White
Really, did you sometimes think why on earth have we done - put ourselves into this situation?

Birchill
You're travelling through India, the road conditions are atrocious but the driving is unbelievable.  You get a wagon coming towards you, just pull out in front of you looking at you and he'll run you off the road.  And that is the way it is all the time.  So all the time you're there every second you're thinking is something going to hit us.  We also had the Ecuadorian mountains, we made a little mistake and we thought we could get a certain distance before dark.  The roads up till then had been quite good and then we - it was about 50 miles wasn't it - and we encountered some real horrendous mountain roads and was a twelve and a half thousand feet and there was actually no road and it went dark on us.  No barriers to stop us going off the edge, over a cliff, things like that.  And that was quite scary.  But these things happen.

White
And are you going to do anything like this again - either of you?

Birchill
I hope so.

White
Going back.  Bernard, are you up for going back?

Smith
I'm up for going back Peter, no problem with that.

White
Well many congratulations to all of you - that includes Bertha of course.  Just remember if you've any comments or queries about the programme or ideas you'd like us to pursue just call our action line on 0800 044 044 or e-mail In Touch at bbc.co.uk/radio4/intouch.  And there'll be a podcast of today's programme as from tomorrow.

So that's it from me, Peter White, our round the world wanderers - congratulations again - and today's producer Kathleen Griffen.  Goodbye.


